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Abstract – As demand increase in wireless applications it 
must be necessary to improvement in the antenna abilities as 
wideband capabilities.  For wideband capability antenna 
should have low cross polarization, low side lobe level and 
beam symmetry. For achieving this much of characteristics a 
wideband profile corrugated horn antenna is designed which 
can able to improve the performance of the parabolic 
reflector.  Designing of this antenna is carried out in software 
named HFSS (High Frequency Structure Simulator) which is 
one of the tools for designing antenna accurately and 
effectively. A theoretical parameter is related to the mode 
conversion section in which TE11 mode is converted to HE11 
mode by cylindrical corrugated horn with varying slot 
depth.[1] Here the horn is made for X band which is used for 
the satellite communication. Mode conversion is carried out by 
the different profiles like linear profile mode-matching 
technique and Variable-depth mode converter technique that 
makes it suitable for wide range of frequency band. This type 
of the corrugated horn is more suitable as a feed for the 
parabolic reflector antenna. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Antennas are metallic transducers which convert electrical 
signals into the electromagnetic signals. There are different 
antennas are available for the different applications. Some of 
the listed as Dipole antenna, Loop antenna, Log periodic 
antenna, Yagi-Uda antenna, horn antenna, Parabolic reflector 
antenna etc.  Among of them lots of the antennas are used for 
the satellite communications. Specially Horn antenna and 
reflector antenna are very efficiently suitable for satellite 
communication because of them highly directional efficiency.  
One of the simplest and probably the most widely used 
microwave antenna is the Horn. A horn antenna is an 
antenna that consist of a flaring metal waveguide shaped like 
horn to radio waves in beam. Specially the horn with 
corrugation which makes its inner surface discontinues and 
this discontinuity will help to convert the single mode into 

hybrid mode like TE11 to HE11. This mode conversion due to 
corrugation has advantages like moderate directivity, low 
standing wave ratio (SWR), broad bandwidth, simple 
construction and adjustment. An advantage of horn antennas 
is that since they have no resonant elements, they can 
operate over a wide range of frequencies, a wide bandwidth. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

GRAEME L. JAMES give the all theoretical parametric study 
regarding to the mode conversion ( TE11 – to – HE11 ) 
methods using cylindrical corrugated waveguide with 
varying slot depth.  In this methods of mode converter 
consisting only five slots are capable to achieves a better 
return loss then 30 dB over the band 2.7<ka<3.8 with HE11 
mode in the balanced condition at ka=2.9. 

   
Figure 1: Corrugated mode converter section. 

Some of the factors to be considered in mode converter 
designing include the number of slots required, the depth of 
the input slot, the rate at which the slot depth varies, and the 
effect of pitch and the ratio of width to pitch in the output 
wave-guide. 

CHRISTOPHE GRANET and GRAEME L. JAMES shows that the 
corrugated horn antennas are most suitable as a feeds for 
reflector antennas and even as direct radiators. That antenna 
is called corrugated is explained by suitable example of horn 
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shown in figure 2, where the inside wall of horn is 
manufactured in a succession of slots and ‘teeth’. 

 
Figure 2: Corrugated horn inside wall geometry. 

Combination of TE and TM are basically known as Hybrid 
mode. For this combination to propagate as a single entity 
with a common propagating velocity, the waveguide must 
have an isotropic surface reactance properties which 
satisfied by the corrugated surface. 

 

Figure 3: Variable-depth mode converter profiled 
corrugated horn. 

Quantity Symbol 
Input Radius ai 
Output Radius ao 
Length L 
Total Number of Slots N 
Number of slots in mode converter NMC 
Slot Pitch p = L / N 
Slot Width w 
Slot pitch – to – width ratio δ = w / p 
Width of the slot teeth (p – w) = (1 – δ)p 
Depth of the jth slot d j where 1 ≤ j ≤ N 

 Table 1: Corrugated Horn parameters. 
 
A. DAVID OLVER and JUN XIANG described the design 
principle of smooth profiled corrugated horn. The design is 
based on computer aided spherical modal matching 
technique which causes power to be converted to higher 
order modes which radiate to produce high side-lobes in the 
copular patterns. Using this technique it has been found that 
the HE12 mode is generated which radiates high copular side-
lobes. 
   
BRUCE MACA. THOMAS presents design of circumferentially 
corrugated horns. They found the radiation pattern and 
phase center characteristics for ‘wide-band’ and ‘narrow-
band’ horns. He conclude after comparing the parameters of 
both antennas that, for the same bandwidth, the wide-band 
horn which having the larger aperture, has better cross-
polarization performance at the band edges than the 
narrow-band horn.        

 

3. CONICAL CORRUGATED HORN ANTENNA 
 
The grooves in the inner surface defined horn as a corrugated 
horn. Grooves on the wall of a horn antenna would present 
the same boundary condition to all polarization and would 
taper the field distribution at the aperture in all the planes. 

The creation of the same boundary conditions on all four 
walls would eliminate the spurious diffractions at the edges 
of the aperture. For a square aperture, this would lead to an 
almost rotationally symmetric pattern with equal E- and H-
plane beam widths.  

A corrugated (grooved) can be placed in a conical horn which 
form as a conical corrugated horn. Also referred to in as a 
scalar horn. However, instead of the corrugations being 
formed as shown in Figure 4, practically it is much easier to 
machine them to have the profile shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 4: Corrugation perpendicular to Surface 
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Figure 5: Corrugation perpendicular to Axis 

To form an effective corrugated surface, it usually requires 10 
or more slots (corrugations) per wavelength. To simplify the 
analysis of an infinite corrugated surface, the following 
assumptions are usually required: 

1. The teeth of the corrugations are vanishingly thin. 

2. Reflections from the base of the slot are only those of a 
TEM mode. 

 

4. DESIGN PARAMETERS 
 

1. This is designed for X-band (8 - 12 GHz). 
2. Operating frequency 10 GHz. 
3. The input radius contain TE11 mode. 
4. The length of input waveguide. 
5. Total length and Flare angle. 
6. Nominal Slot-Depth calculation.  
7. Pitch and Pitch – Width Ratio. 
8. Choice of the Formulation of Profile. 
9. The output radius contains TE11+ HE11 mode. 
10. The length L of the output waveguide. 

 

 4.1 Prototype of corrugated horn with Linear 

Profile Mode Matching Technique:  
 
 

 
Figure 6: Prototype of linear mode matching technique 

profile  

4.1.1 Mode Matching Technique parameters:  
 

Parameters Equations 

Wavelength λ0  =  

Pitch P = (0.1) λ0  

Slot Width W(b i) = (0.75) P 

Width of the Slot 
teeth 

T(d i) = P –  W 

Initial Radius a i  =  

      Table – 1: Mode Matching Technique parameters 
 

4.2 Prototype of corrugated horn with variable- 
depth-slot mode converter profile: 

 

 
 
 

 

Figure 7: Prototype of variable- depth-slot mode converter 
profile 
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4.2.1 Variable - depth-slot mode converter profile 
parameters: 

Parameters Equations 

Wavelength λ0  =  

Pitch P = (0.1) λ0  

Slot Width W = (0.75) P 

Width of the Slot 

teeth 
T = P –  W 

Initial Radius a0  =  

Taper Angle Tan ϴº =   

Incremental Rate 

of Angle 
X = tan ϴº * 0.3  

Gradually 

Increased Radius   
a1  = a0   + X 

- x3  =  

Depth of 1s t  Slot d1  =  

Depth of 2s t  Slot d2  = d1  –  x3  

Depth of 3s t  Slot d3  = d2  –  x3  

Depth of 4s t  Slot d4  = d3  –  x3  

Depth of 5s t  Slot d5  = d4  –  x3  

Depth of 6s t  Slot d6  = d5  –  x3  

Depth of 7s t  Slot d7  = d6  –  x3  

Depth of 8s t  Slot d8  = d7  –  x3  

Depth of 9s t  Slot d9  = d8  –  x3  

Depth of 10s t  Slot d1 0  =  

    Table–2: variable- depth-slot mode converter technique 
parameters. 

 
 

5. ACTUAL DESIGNS & RESULTS: 
  
5.1 Corrugated horn with Linear profile Mode 

Matching Technique design in HFSS: 
 

 
 

 
Figure 8: HFSS design for wideband corrugated horn antenna 

with linear profile mode matching technique. 

 

 
[A] 
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[B] 

 
[C] 

Figure 9: Cross Polarization at [A]9GHz [B]10GHz [C]11GHz  
(Linear profile). 

 
Figure 10: Return Loss for linear profile horn. 
 

FREQUENCY 
(GHz) 

GAIN (dB) 
RETURN LOSS 

(dB) 
7 29 -15.4 

7.5 28 -12.5 
8 27 -13 

8.5 28 -18.7 
9 36 -19.3 

9.5 36 -20.3 
10 27 -21.6 

10.5 30 -21.4 
11 29 -23.5 

11.5 28 -24.8 
12 28 -18.8 

12.5 27 -16.8 
13 27 -13.1 

13.5 25 -12.7 
Table – 3:  Linear profile Corrugated horn results 

 

5.2 Corrugated horn with variable depth-slot mode 
converter profile design in HFSS: 

 

Figure 11: HFSS design for corrugated horn with variable 
depth-slot mode converter profile. 

 

 
                            [A] 

 [B] 
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         [C] 

       [D] 

 
        [E] 

Figure 12: Cross Polarization at [A]9GHz [B]9.5GHz 
[C]10GHz [D]10.5GHz[E]11GHz (variable depth-slot mode 
converter) 

 

 
Figure 13: Return Loss for variable depth-slot mode 

converter profile horn. 
 

 
FREQUENCY 

(GHz) 
GAIN (dB) 

RETURN LOSS 
(dB) 

8 29 -20.5 
8.5 31 -18.8 
9 32 -21.1 

9.5 32 -25.9 
10 31 -24.3 

10.5 31 -24.8 
11 30 -21.8 

11.5 29 -18 
12 33 -4.36 

12.5 31 -13.3 
13 26 -10.7 

Table – 4:  variable depth-slot mode converter profile 
Corrugated horn results 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

 The literature review of the wideband profiled corrugated 
horn antenna provides detailed about the designing 
parameters. And according to that parameters after 
designing of 10 slotted corrugated Horn antenna with 
variable slot depth mode converter having below -20 dB 
return loss and its provide 9 GHz to 11 GHz bandwidth for 
wideband application and designed frequency at 10 GHz 
provide high gain around 31 dB. While in 5 slotted 
corrugated horn antenna with linear profile design 
provide -21 dB return loss and its provide 10 GHz to 11.5 
GHz bandwidth as a wideband corrugated Horn antenna 
and designed frequency at 10 GHz provide high gain 
around 27 dB. Low Cross Polarization Component and 
wider bandwidth which makes that antenna suitable for 
satellite applications. 
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